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HALLOWEEN ACT!

The Greenham Common Hallowe' en
Gathering, organised mostly by mem—
bers of Green.CND, took place be—
tween October 29 and November 1.
Over 100 people-camped for-the
weekend and nearly 300 attended on

'Sunday, although the police were
carrying-out a deliberate policy of
discouraging people from-arriving.
The event was held near the works
entrance to the missile base, on
disused land not owned by Newbury
District Council. Organisers had
previously given a pledge not to
camp on council—owned common land
over the weekend. This was to
avoid_a confrontation with the
council (who had been very upset
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The weekend included much discuss~
ion as to how the campaign could be—
made more effective. I particular,
there was a workshop concerning
.
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Picketers outside the works entrance to Eoeenham Common on mondag Novem-

bee 4. Site traffic was diverted to avoid this appalling threat.
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of stopping the deployment of cruise .the MOD police that they kept the
missiles, so we had a ’brainstorm':
construction gates firmly locked,
39 suggestions went on the list, from so that ballast lorries had an extra
the small to the grand, from the most mile or two added to their run from
serious suggestions for direct actionsthe
to the site.
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But at 7 am on-the Monday morning a

Numerous companies and union meme
here are or will be working at
Greenham, many with subsidiaries

only to find that traffic had been
re-routed via the main gate. Such

There may be many opportunities to
hinder NATots

plans to site new

.ﬁmerican misgiles at Greenham next

year, by persuading key individuals

and organisations. (For more infbrm—
ation, see ”Pesos News‘. 2180 Q?

Contact John Harvey, NCACM, PO Box

2g Newhury, Berks)

few stalwarts did picket the gate,

a large peace symbol. The flowers
will appear next summer; as will

.

demonstrators in much larger numbers
if the cruise programme is not
stopped.
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Anyone who went to

the
0ND festival. will have Glastonbury
been aware

nuclear weapons are reported {0

have been.Spilled, though no news

Of a great deal of RAF activity,

of this reached the press.

ing station, and
recently their

red alert resulting in aircraft

which is based on RAF Yeovilton.
Yeovilton is being used as a teet—
Thave been two unreported.air
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came clear that the greatest need
was fer more information.

and. branches around the country.
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Also

recently, there was a full

being in the air, armed, and ready

.?0 go, This was caused by a failure
1n.a safEty Cabl¢= it had been
gnawed I ough by
a.mouse.

